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ABSTRACT
Existing meta search engines display search result on screen with no role of indexing. They basically send request for links
on individual search engine and retrieve results and display aggregate result on screen based on score. In existing meta
search engines there is no availability of index database for search process. In new proposed model the concept index
database for link management is introduced. This paper discusses the need of updation of index database for link
management in a meta search engine and discusses a model, which allows user to get search results from index database for
input search text. A new model of the meta search engine comparatively retrieves speedily aggregate search results
according to assigned rank in database.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A meta search engine is a tool that retrieves the
search results of multiple individual search engines.
Each search engine on the Web has different
strategies in terms of usage of different ranking
methods to display links of web pages, using
different resources. Users might have seen how these
differences cause different search engines to return
hugely different search results for the same input
search text. To perform specific search for a query,
users might need to use various individual search
engines. Using a meta search engine users can search
different engines at the same time, so user does not
need to conduct the same search several times on
different search engine. Meta search engines do not
have their own databases for indexing of the Web
information; instead, a meta search engine sends user
input search text to several other search engines,
search engines run the search text against their
databases of the Web information and return results
to the meta search engine. The meta search engine
then returns consolidated results from all the search
engines.
The problem with existing scenario is, meta search
engines do not have their own databases for indexing
purpose like general search engines and takes time
for result retrieval. And because of that it causes
problem of time out, which is there with mother of
meta search engines “mamma” also. The results are
combined from various individual search engines by
meta search engine. They are displayed on screen
based on ranking formula.
A new model of the meta search engine includes
concept of databases for managing URLs and
database will be updated periodically for effective
search results like database updation with common
search engines for indexed search results.
In database oriented meta search engine, to search
text based contents first it will look in the database
whether search text containing keywords are
available in it or not. If user search keywords are
already in database, then will retrieve web
information from the database by sending simple
query.[13] Otherwise, search query will be send to
multiple individual search engines and retrieved
result will be stored in the database and then through
procedure web information from database will be
displayed on user screen.[13]
Goal of using meta search engine is to get
consolidated web results by sending queries to
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multiple individual search engine. It is used to have
limited number of hits on screen. Dealing with
multiple individual search engines for this may
retrieve large number of search results with
duplicates. Instead let have database containing
unique web results for specific search text will help
user to get web information in an efficient way. [13]
Communication between engine and database will be
faster than communication between engine and the
web is true but indexed updation is necessary
component for this. So, in addition to this database
introduction there is a requirement of periodical
updating algorithms which will run queries and
update indexed results periodically in the database
like updating database of common search engines.
II. INDEXING
The purpose of storing an index is to optimize speed
and performance in finding relevant documents for a
search query. Without an index, the search engine
would scan every document, which would require
considerable time and computing power. [6] For
example, while an index of 10,000 documents can be
queried within milliseconds, a sequential scan of
every word in 10,000 large documents could take
hours. [6]
III. INDEXING IN SEARCH ENGINES
Search engine indexing collects, parses, and stores
data to facilitate fast and accurate information
retrieval. An alternate name for the process in the
context of search engines designed to find web pages
on the Internet is Web indexing. [6] The search
engine index provide the primary structure for storing
information about documents, including the
information required to retrieve them: file system
location, Web address (URL: Uniform Resource
Locator), etc. [5]
Search engines employ varying strategies according
to available resources and editorial or business
objectives. Some simply crawl the entire Web on a
fixed schedule (biweekly, monthly, etc.), re-indexing
content as they go, others employ strategies based on
factors like the expected frequency of changes (based
on prior visits or site type, such as news media) and
site quality heuristics. [5]
Whatever strategy is used to achieve optimal
freshness, search engines are designed for
incremental, differential data collection and index
updating, and there is no technical barrier to high
performance search engines performing updates for
billions of pages. [5]
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In existing scenario, meta search engines reuse the
indices of other services and do not store local index,
whereas cache-based search engines permanently
store the index along with the associated details.
Unlike full-text indices, partial-text services restrict
the depth indexed to reduce index size. Larger
services typically perform indexing at a
predetermined time interval due to the required time
and processing cost, while agent-based search
engines index in real time. [6]
Recently, the need of information retrieval is
especially increasing in corporations, universities and
so on. In such organizations, it is very important to
use fresh information. However, conventional search
engines, which users usually use, spend very long
term, e.g. one month, to update indexes of all
documents because search engines are centralized
systems. In centralized search engines, a www
crawler collects documents from worldwide servers,
and an indexer generates their indexes. Because of
this, it is difficult for centralized search engine to
satisfy the requirement. [7]
Organic listings of search engine are updated after
long periods of time, the paid listings in it are
updated much more regularly. Here, one can decide
to perform a ranking check once per month, due to
the fact that search engines normally update their
ranking around the period of time. This check leads
to new decisions; the result shows whether the
measures of optimization have been successful, if
not, they should be improved. It also shows if the
results remain the same over a longer period of time
or if an update is needed. [8]
IV. THE METHOD
Fig. 1 shows the new model of meta search engine
with its own database and update database procedure
as below.

meta search engine. Developed module to update
searched and indexed search results periodically. By
clicking on single menu button administrator can
update links in database effectively. Fig. 2 shows
update query to update searched links, if difference of
last updated date and current date is greater than 5;
then updates records.
V. CONCLUSION
In existing meta search engines there is no concept of
database for link management purpose. So, there is
no requirement of any kind of operation also. In a
new model of meta search engine concept of database
for storage of search results is introduced, which
enables user to get search results from the database.
Also it allows administrator to update links of
searched keywords in a database and eliminates
problem related to working with old retrieved search
results. Hence, this new model of meta search engine
enables administrator to update search results
available in database periodically and gives resultant
links in a efficient time to user.
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